**PROGRAM OVERVIEW**

**WELCOME**

Dr. Yehia Mechref

**UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS**

**Undergraduate Outstanding Performance Awards in:**

**Analytical Chemistry**

Alex Alvarez
Elisabeth Bengston
Mariah Budomo
Michael Jarrar
Phuong Pham
Jacob Pittman
Carly Stroud
Brett Thigpen
Savannah Zachariah

**Biochemistry**

Lindsey Bishop
Sagar Patel

**Inorganic Chemistry**

Kindall Brijalba
Colton McNabb

**Organic Chemistry**

Senjuti Karmaker
Akash Maheshwari
Timothy Matei
Thomas Nolan
Julie Sang
Carly Stroud
Lamia Zuberi

**Physical Chemistry**

Alexiss Dennett
Hayden Mathews

**Outstanding Senior**

Aldo Hernandez

**UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS**

**Chemistry & Biochemistry Undergraduate Scholarship**

Zackary Daniel
Jeremy Lawrence
Lindsee Miller

**Craig Memorial Chemistry Dept. Endowed Scholarship**

Jennifer Agu
Thomas Fields
Hoang Ho
Melanie Johnson
Rhea Karkera
Bailee Newham
Kendall Toelle

**Gordon & Martha Bellah Endowed Scholarship**

Mia Beck
Julieann Cherukara
Victoria Cruz
Isaac Griffin
Litzy Guevara
Kayla Henry
Alyssa Pleasant
Halaina Smith
Irving Sosa
Hannah Wood

**Chemistry Alumni Scholarship**

Ashton Goebel

**H.E. Archer Endowed Scholarship**

Ben Agarwal
Case Coker
Jonathan Locke
Hannah Powell

**Hulda W. Marshall Chemistry Endowed Scholarship**

Lauren Escobedo
Thomas Fields
Angelica Nibo

**Jeanette & Joe Dennis Scholarship**

Dorian Bolanos
Ashton Goebel
Hoang Ho
Kristen Nguyen

**Holwerda Memorial Scholarship**

Lauren Escobedo
Logan Foster
Alyssa Pleasant

**Jerry L. Mills ACS Student Affiliate Scholarship**

Braxton Jones

**Richard A. Bartsch Endowed Scholarship**

Christianah Adejokun
Torrey Stubblefield
Cormak Weeks
Noah Williams

**Robert C. Goodwin Memorial Endowed Scholarship**

Mariah Budomo
Chandeni Kassen
Stephanie Piel
Brandon Richardson

**Samuel Hunt Lee Memorial Endowed Scholarship**

Rushil Choutapalli
2021
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION BANQUET

April 29th, 2021
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm